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President Barack Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

On behalf of the Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues, we present to you our brief, *Ethics and Ebola: Public Health Planning and Response*. In this brief the Bioethics Commission focuses on ethical challenges raised by the current Ebola epidemic in western Africa, with a particular focus on the U.S. response to the epidemic. We address the pressing need to improve key elements of our planning and response capabilities for future public health emergencies, including leadership, transparency, and explicit ethics integration at all levels of public health decision making.

Recognizing the importance of transparent public dialogue and deliberation on public health emergency response and the Ebola epidemic, the Bioethics Commission held two public meetings on this topic, and heard from speakers with diverse backgrounds and perspectives, including medicine, public health, and clinical research; U.S. and African health care professionals; community leaders from the western African diaspora in the United States; and individuals involved in the Ebola response. In addition, the Bioethics Commission solicited public comment and received many thoughtful replies.

The current Ebola epidemic reveals how the response to outbreaks of infectious disease can reflect national values. Deliberate development of public health policies in accordance with high ethical and evidentiary standards is the mark of a society committed to national and global health. U.S. participation in a coordinated global response to this epidemic is both ethically and prudentially required to fulfill our humanitarian obligations as global citizens and to protect our national health security.
The Bioethics Commission believes that empowered leadership, strong global public health infrastructure, effective communication, and agile ethics expertise are critical to ensuring our capability to respond to the next public health crisis. The best time to reflect comprehensively and deliberate on our readiness is during response planning, not in the midst of an emergency. We must take this opportunity, when the world is focused on global public health, to integrate each of these elements into our existing public health infrastructure.

Here the Bioethics Commission offers seven recommendations to improve domestic and global public health response capabilities and to ensure that specific aspects of emergency response, including the use of restrictive measures such as quarantine, and research conducted during an emergency, are guided by the highest ethical standards and robust public deliberation.

The Bioethics Commission is honored by the trust you have placed in us, and we are grateful for the opportunity to serve you and the nation in this way.

Sincerely,

Amy Gutmann, Ph.D.
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PART I
Ethics and Ebola Overview
Briefly during fall 2014, many U.S. citizens feared that the United States would join affected countries in western Africa in confronting a serious domestic outbreak of the deadly Ebola virus disease (see Appendix I: Map of Countries Most Affected by 2014–2015 Ebola Epidemic). In response to the arrival of Ebola on U.S. shores, federal and state public health attention and intervention increased. Some responses in the United States—such as calls for travel bans, quarantine of health care workers, and stigmatization of and discrimination against western Africans (or anyone thought to be associated with Ebola)—merit scrutiny, both in relation to this ongoing epidemic and to prepare for future public health emergencies.

As this brief goes to press, there are signs suggesting that the worst Ebola epidemic since the virus’s discovery might be starting to abate, particularly in some areas. There are positive indications of progress and reasons for cautious optimism. The number of new cases appears to be stabilizing or declining in the three hardest hit countries. In Guinea, schools reopened in January 2015, 5 months after they closed because of the Ebola outbreak. Many Liberian schools reopened in February 2015, following a 6-month closure. Still, as public health professionals know, the hardest work of stemming an epidemic is at its end. This epidemic, like all of those before it, presents the risk of resurgence until there are no transmissions from the last case. Vigilance is required.

Public health professionals, clinicians, and public officials from western Africa and across the world have played no small part in turning the tide of the epidemic. As the Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues (Bioethics Commission) makes targeted recommendations for the future, it is committed to recognizing, respecting, and in many cases admiring the hard, good work that was done—and continues to be done—by scores of dedicated health professionals and public officials throughout this Ebola crisis. The analysis and recommendations contained in this brief build on the Bioethics Commission’s appreciation and respect for all involved who made things better for those caught in a major public health crisis. The mission here is to recommend what more we can do equitably and effectively to protect health and wellbeing before we are faced with the next Ebola epidemic or other public health emergency—and while we are still in the midst of the current one.
As an advisory body to the President of the United States, the Bioethics Commission considers ethical issues with a particular focus on U.S. perspectives and policies, which include U.S. global engagement and its implications in relation to health, science, and technology. As part of its own efforts to contribute to the global Ebola response, the Bioethics Commission has turned its attention to U.S. engagement, focusing on what lessons might be drawn from experiences at home and abroad and making recommendations that support policies and practices that enable a proactive response to epidemics. Specifically, the Bioethics Commission considers what lessons the U.S. involvement in the epidemic has for ethics preparedness for future public health emergencies, emphasizing the role of proactive democratic deliberation in developing responses that reflect public values in a pluralistic society and an increasingly interconnected world.

In Part I of this brief, *Ethics and Ebola: Public Health Planning and Response*, the Bioethics Commission provides an overview of the ethical challenges related to the current Ebola epidemic and endorses ongoing participation of the United States in the global response for both ethical and prudential reasons. For the United States to engage most effectively in this and other coordinated public health emergency efforts, the Bioethics Commission delineates critical measures for strengthening our domestic and global public health emergency capabilities, with specific recommendations focusing on the importance of accurate, transparent communication and ethics integration throughout the planning and response lifecycle. Part II of this brief applies this principled reasoning in context and analyzes two areas that have become particularly controversial: (1) the ethical use of liberty-restricting public health measures, such as quarantine or travel restrictions to control the epidemic; and (2) research ethics during public health emergencies, focusing on the ethical design of interventional randomized clinical trials as well as the collection, use, and international sharing of biospecimens and related data.

The current Ebola epidemic reveals how our engagement in outbreaks of infectious disease can reflect national values. Deliberate development of public health policies in accordance with high ethical and evidentiary standards is the mark of a society committed to national and global health. Public health emergencies prompt scientific and practical questions about the best methods of prevention and urgent response, but they also raise ethical questions about how to ground such responses in the highest ethical standards.
ETHICAL AND PRUDENTIAL JUSTIFICATIONS FOR U.S. ENGAGEMENT IN GLOBAL HEALTH EMERGENCIES

Infectious disease epidemics, and many other public health emergencies, are a matter of U.S. and global concern for both ethical and prudential reasons. We cannot and must not let these considerations be overwhelmed by either fear or complacency. Considering the ethical reasons for U.S. engagement requires reflection on our role in the global community. As is the case with the current Ebola epidemic, many public health emergencies occur or have the most devastating impact in countries and communities least equipped to manage and control them. For example, epidemics often arise in contexts characterized by extreme imbalances in wealth and power, which are often accompanied by health disparities. Economic and political challenges, although they have many sources, can be perpetuated by unjust global policies that make building and sustaining health infrastructure difficult.

Ethical reasons for engagement in and response to public health emergencies are both humanitarian and justice-based. On humanitarian grounds, the magnitude of suffering and loss of life in the Ebola epidemic support a moral imperative for providing assistance grounded in common humanity—as do many other global public health problems, such as neglected tropical diseases. Both health professionals and members of the public feel the pull of moral obligations to respond with assistance in the face of profound human suffering. Such commitments are sometimes articulated in terms of what we owe to each other as members of a global community.

“I think anyone who focuses on Ebola as a case study has to begin by acknowledging the sacred duties that all of us have in shared humanity, but particularly high income countries, to devote ourselves to alleviating suffering in another part of the world. This is particularly, of course, important with an epidemic because it’s... in our shared humanity, but it’s more than that. It is also in our self-interest because truly the only way that we can avoid risk in our society, in a modern globalized world, is to reduce the reservoir of infection in west Africa. And I think that has to be the very, very first thing that the Commission or anyone else says about this, because that is ethics principle number one.”

On social and global justice grounds, acute health crises like the current Ebola epidemic ethically demand a robust global response. Social justice is a central ethical foundation of public health, entailing a commitment to sufficient levels of health and other dimensions of wellbeing and emphasizing the moral urgency of the health needs of the disadvantaged.\(^\text{11}\) Social justice is also pertinent when implementing response measures, which can disproportionately affect some groups, exacerbating existing inequities.\(^\text{12}\) Further, both health crises and the global responses to them often are shaped by international relationships, including historical control of regions by former colonial powers; for example, current international aid response has largely broken down along the lines of former colonial relationships.\(^\text{13}\) Special obligations to respond to global health crises might arise out of unjust social or economic arrangements that contribute to the conditions under which epidemics occur.\(^\text{14}\) Theories of global justice support obligations of addressing inequalities and poverty, which are often considered more stringent than notions of humanitarianism or charity, and might be demanded in part as redress for past or current injustices.\(^\text{15}\)

> “All through medical training, you keep hearing the words ‘do no harm…,’ [but] you kill far more people, cause far more damage by the things you don’t do, by the science that you don’t apply, the science you don’t share, the vaccines you don’t use, the inequities that you don’t pursue. I think that the single biggest biomedical ethical battleground of today is found in budgets. Budget people do not see themselves as ethicists. Ethicists don’t like to spend time on budgets…, [but] why do they continue to reduce funds for public health and prevention?...The reason is because none of us as individuals, as a country, as a globe, actually take health seriously until we lose it. And then we’re always behind the curve.”


Beyond ethical justifications, the second rationale for U.S. engagement in global health emergencies, including the current epidemic, is prudentially based, that is, serving individual or collective interests. Given the capacity of infectious diseases to travel easily in an interconnected world and to destabilize regions or countries, epidemics must be addressed at their source. As public health experts have repeatedly emphasized, the only sure way to prevent Ebola or similar infectious diseases from travelling to previously unaffected places is to stem the disease in highly affected areas—in this case, western
Border controls, travel bans, and movement restrictions are of limited effectiveness in containing public health emergencies like the Ebola epidemic. Responding to outbreaks at their epicenter can be conceptualized in terms of enlightened self-interest, involving an expanded view of what counts as being in one’s own interests, given that individual or national interests are tied to the interests of others. Self-interest grounds a pragmatic rationale for providing assistance for global health emergencies. The shift to connect the public’s health to concerns regarding health security can reflect an enlightened self-interest approach. Enlightened self-interest also can entail a shift in worldview that comes with the recognition that relationships with others will inevitably require mutuality and reciprocity.

Ethical and prudential rationales for U.S. involvement in response to a global public health emergency can converge in support of engagement or a particular form of engagement. Such rationales can support complementary public health responses that further both health security and humanitarian goals.

PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF U.S. GLOBAL HEALTH SPENDING

In 2013, the Kaiser Family Foundation conducted a nationally representative telephone survey of adult U.S. residents about the U.S. role in global health. When asked, “Just your best guess, what percentage of the federal budget is spent on foreign aid?” on average, Americans answer that 28 percent of the federal budget is spent on foreign aid. When asked, “Do you think the U.S. is now spending too much, too little, or about the right amount on foreign aid?” 61 percent responded “too much,” 18 percent “about the right amount,” 13 percent “too little,” and 7 percent did not know or refused to answer.

In 2012, the United States provided $8.9 billion in global health funding, which represents approximately 0.24 percent of the U.S. annual budget. Overall, less than 1 percent of the U.S. annual budget is spent on foreign aid. When survey respondents were told that only about 1 percent of the federal budget is spent on foreign aid, the percentage of respondents answering “too little” doubled, whereas the share responding “too much” halved.
Liberty-Restricting Public Health Interventions and the Principle of Least Infringement

In the context of a public health emergency, the nature of the response also has ethical and prudential dimensions. For both ethical and prudential reasons, public health policies and practices during a public health emergency should be guided by the principle of least infringement, which holds that the least restrictive measures possible should be taken to protect the public’s health and health care workers. Any restrictive measures should be grounded in the best available scientific evidence and restrict individual and community liberties only so much as is necessary to protect public health. These measures should not present unnecessary barriers to movement of health care workers to and from affected areas so that they can contribute their skills to the management of the public health emergency and other health problems.21 With the presentation of several Ebola cases in the United States during fall 2014, some reactions to the perceived threat of those cases and of the potential for more were not scientifically grounded—as evidenced, for example, by some proposed and enacted state quarantine policies that were ineffective and overly restrictive. In western Africa, some public health interventions, such as the cordon sanitaire (referring to the cordonning off of a geographic area associated with a communicable disease, sometimes known as “gunpoint quarantine”) imposed on the impoverished community of West Point in Monrovia, Liberia, have been troubling for their extremity and apparent disregard for basic needs and fundamental freedoms of both individuals and communities.22

The principle of least infringement is ethically justified because it respects and protects individual and community needs, interests, rights, and liberties. It is prudentially justified because it gives those most critical to fighting the disease at its source—health care workers and other emergency personnel—the support they need to work safely and effectively.

“I think if you are going to be talking about ethical issues...or common sense issues about quarantine, you have to ask yourself are you quarantining a group of individuals? In this case, all health care workers and all people who come from a region? Are you doing it based on scientific evidence or are you doing it to alleviate public fear? And my conclusion has been that a blanket quarantine for all health care workers, as well as people coming from [western Africa], is much more based on alleviating public fear than it is on scientific data.”

Proactive Democratic Deliberation and Education

A range of different and sometimes conflicting values can complicate policy making in a pluralistic society and therefore several approaches to community engagement should be considered, depending on whether we are in the midst of a public health emergency or planning for the next one. A process of democratic deliberation, which includes providing justifications for actions grounded in mutually acceptable reasons for pursuing specific courses of action, facilitates policy making that can incorporate multiple justifications for engagement. Public health rationales premised solely on prudential health security grounds might fail to address human suffering that cannot be directly connected to national interests. Meanwhile, public health engagement justified on purely humanitarian grounds might fail to garner sufficient political and public support. A deliberative democratic approach based on best available scientific evidence suggests that stakeholders economize on moral disagreement and seek complementary or convergent approaches when possible. As a process of reaching consensus for decision making, democratic deliberation is well-suited to public health emergency preparedness because it fosters public-spirited perspectives and generates decisions that can be revisited in light of new information and engagement with specific affected communities.

Policies that employ a deliberative democratic approach need appropriate time to seek a plurality of views, encourage reflection, and establish an atmosphere for respectful exchanges of ideas as well as public-minded policies that articulate common ground. Public health professionals have demonstrated that such public engagement can help direct pandemic planning efforts. For example, a group in Minnesota engaged the public in ethical planning for managing scarce patient resources in the case of a severe influenza pandemic, resulting in development of useful guidance through an ethical framework that helped guide the Minnesota Department of Health’s response to the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic. Early public engagement should be based on broad and active involvement of members of the public. By employing fair and respectful discussions that encourage providing reasonable grounds for justifying a decision, informed deliberation can foster the perceived legitimacy of the decisions that result.

Democratic deliberation as a process can be particularly challenging in the midst of and in the immediate aftermath of a crisis. But, public engagement
in some form is critical during emergencies. Such engagement is undoubtedly complicated by rapidly changing circumstances and information, uncertainty, and urgency. At such times, transparency is especially important for instilling public trust while policies are implemented and revised in light of their impact on affected communities. Public health successes reveal that acknowledging the tension between principal values, such as freedom and health, can foster consensus building and highly collaborative partnerships between civil society groups and public health organizations. For example, ongoing and successful collaborations have been forged between public health professionals working on human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) prevention and treatment in conjunction with advocacy communities. However, many of these relationships took years or even decades to build. Although the public health response, and best method of community engagement, will vary during different outbreaks, the lessons from previous successes and failures should always be relied upon to guide open and transparent public engagement during epidemics.

The Current Ebola Epidemic

Global and national public health institutions, in many cases, were slow to recognize or respond to the current Ebola epidemic for varied reasons. As has been observed throughout history, the beginnings of major epidemics can be slow and confusing and are often only recognized in retrospect. Vital epidemiological and clinical information about Ebola and the western African epidemic was incomplete and rapidly changing. Weaknesses in global and local public health governance and infrastructure also slowed action. The recognition of and response to an epidemic is affected by the current state of knowledge about the pathogen and its effects; the biological nature of the...
disease; and the social, cultural, and political contexts in which it occurs.

During this Ebola epidemic, context has been extremely important. In Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone—where 23,539 total cases have occurred and 9,541 people have died (as of February 21, 2015)—Ebola has overwhelmed fragile health systems and jeopardized the political and economic infrastructure of countries just beginning to regain their footing after years of war. In the United States, the limited cases sometimes generated widespread fear, unflattering reactions, and governmental responses that some argued were actually focused on addressing political implications of such public reactions as opposed to the underlying health concerns themselves.

Ebola is indeed frightening. No vaccine against the virus or effective pharmacological cure currently exists. Treating individuals suffering from Ebola generally involves replacing profound loss of bodily fluids and salts; treating co-infections as well as other infections to which the virus makes individuals susceptible; and addressing symptoms, such as pain. The nature and quality of this supportive care varies widely, depending on context. In some settings, merely providing oral rehydration and relief of symptoms can be challenging, whereas in high-technology settings, support might include such interventions as renal dialysis and mechanical ventilation in addition to oral rehydration. Combating an Ebola epidemic at the community or population level involves implementation of fundamental public health epidemic control techniques, including tracing infected persons’ contacts, disease surveillance, community engagement, and health care and community infection control measures.
The Ebola virus is not transmitted through the air, like influenza or tuberculosis, or transmitted before symptoms appear, like measles or HIV. Critically, Ebola is transmitted through close contact with bodily fluids of infected persons only after they have developed symptoms. Consequently, it disproportionately infects health care and burial workers as well as family caregivers. Individuals caring for persons with such symptoms as diarrhea, vomiting, and bleeding; performing invasive procedures; transporting infected patients; or preparing the deceased for burial can come into contact with infected bodily fluids. The necessary infection control—the most visible part of which is the “space-suit” personal protective equipment—requires both skill and stamina on the part of the wearer; can be frightening for health care workers, patients, their families, and communities; and can be limited in supply.

Ebola’s disproportionate impact on health care workers and health care infrastructure is particularly devastating in the most affected countries. There, hundreds of health care workers have died from Ebola. These deaths represent a substantial loss to countries already facing a shortage of health care workers, in part because of recruitment and emigration of health care workers to high-income countries even before the epidemic. A recent analysis determined the estimated incidence of Ebola to be approximately 100 times higher among health care workers compared with non-health care worker adults in Sierra Leone. In Liberia, another analysis of Ebola infection among health care workers revealed the majority of cases to be in health care facilities not solely dedicated to treating Ebola (mostly hospitals), highlighting the risks health care workers face providing any kind of care. The deaths of health care leaders, such as Dr. Sheik Humarr Khan in Sierra Leone—a global expert in viral hemorrhagic fevers—illustrate this tragedy in a very public way.

**DR. SHEIK HUMARR KHAN**

Dr. Sheik Humarr Khan was a world-renowned expert on the clinical care of viral hemorrhagic diseases and chief of the Kenema Government Hospital Lassa Fever Ward in Sierra Leone, where he succeeded the previous director, Dr. Aniru Conteh, who died from Lassa fever in 2004. An infectious diseases physician and virologist, Khan was both an active clinician and a researcher. He died from Ebola on July 29, 2014, at age 39. He was a coauthor on an important 2014 *Science* paper about the origins of the current outbreak, as well as a *New England Journal of Medicine* article describing clinical outcomes in individuals with Ebola in Sierra Leone, both published after he and several of his coauthors died of Ebola.
Some individuals recover from Ebola. For example, all but one of the medically evacuated U.S. health care workers survived (although these patients received more advanced medical care and had higher baseline levels of health than the majority of Ebola patients in western Africa). The one medically evacuated patient who died, a Sierra Leonean surgeon and U.S. permanent resident who contracted Ebola while working on epidemic response in Sierra Leone, was suffering from an advanced stage of illness when he arrived in the United States for treatment.\textsuperscript{54}

Data from the current epidemic are incomplete, making estimates of its case fatality rate (the percentage of persons with a disease who die from it) subject to imprecision and differing interpretations.\textsuperscript{55} However, many of the estimates are within the range of the case fatality rates observed in previous Ebola epidemics, particularly those associated with the \textit{Zaire ebolavirus}—the most deadly strain and the one responsible for the current outbreak.\textsuperscript{56} A January 16, 2015 analysis by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control indicates a cumulative case fatality rate in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone among hospitalized patients for the current outbreak between 57 and 60 percent.\textsuperscript{57} Other scholars have calculated a case fatality rate in the current epidemic of 60-70 percent, adjusted for delays between disease onset and final outcome.\textsuperscript{58}

Since the first documented outbreak in 1976, in what is now the Democratic Republic of the Congo (then Zaire), Ebola—like so many infectious diseases—has both thrived in and exacerbated existing limited health infrastructure, poverty, and civil and social unrest.\textsuperscript{59} The most affected countries in this epidemic—Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone—are among the poorest in the world, with few resources devoted to health in the face of many long-term health challenges. These challenges include high infant and child mortality, psychological consequences resulting from years of war and displacement, endemic malaria, and a high burden of neglected tropical diseases.\textsuperscript{60} Each of these countries has a distinct historical, political, economic, and sociocultural context, which might help explain, for example, why the epidemic is unfolding differently in Guinea than in Sierra Leone.\textsuperscript{61} Among the commonalities in the most affected countries is a recent history of civil war and violence, leading to complex regional conflicts.\textsuperscript{62} For example, in Liberia, two civil wars beginning in 1989 destabilized the country.\textsuperscript{63} In 2002, Sierra Leone emerged from a decade-long civil war, which displaced 500,000 civilians and
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destroyed much of the country’s infrastructure. Although Guinea did not have its own civil war, persons displaced from the Liberian and Sierra Leonean civil wars fled there, placing economic burden on the country and generating ethnic tension. In all cases, the Ebola epidemic is directly and indirectly exacerbating the societal and health challenges each of these countries face. Catastrophic health, social, and economic effects are emerging, including food insecurity, unemployment, orphaned children, disruptions to education, and diversion of resources from other pressing health needs, such as malaria.

Ebola in the United States

Although the United States had concerns in some official quarters for several months—particularly among those who had longstanding experience addressing Ebola outbreaks—U.S. governmental, public health, media, and public attention to the western African Ebola epidemic intensified with the medical evacuation of two Ebola-infected American medical missionaries in August 2014. During the period that immediately followed, U.S. attention focused on concerns that included the need for a more robust response, the possible danger presented by bringing these health workers to the United States, and the use of experimental treatments such as ZMapp™. Several of these concerns were cast in explicitly ethical terms, such as whether U.S. health care workers should receive experimental clinical treatments when those in western Africa were not.

“[The Sierra Leonean government has] canceled every alternative social safety net program in the country. If you [were] not directly dealing with Ebola, you were told your program had to shut down. So this meant that people who had other diseases,... women and girls...with fistulas, they were all sent home.... In October while I was [in Sierra Leone], 100 percent of reproductive health centers had been shut down. This was at the peak of it. So pregnant women were suffering.

And the worst part [was that in Sierra Leone]..., we don’t have a savings economy. When I was a kid, we went to school. After school, we went to the markets.... You buy something, and then you come home and cook. Now, they’ve shut down the entire country. They’ve quarantined every community, and this has been going on... since May [2014] in Sierra Leone.... The people that suffered the most—and I want to just highlight some of the marginalized communities—were the poorest of the poor.... I met many, many communities that were desperate.”

Focus on Ebola in the United States—and attendant national anxiety—increased further in October 2014 with the first imported case (acquired in western Africa but diagnosed in the United States) and subsequent transmission to two U.S. nurses. Many public health experts considered an imported case to be inevitable, given the size and scope of the epidemic and the ability for people to travel from western Africa to the United States in less than 24 hours. What appeared to be more of a surprise was the lack of national and local public health preparedness, the degree to which Ebola was politicized, and the public and media reactions. For example, media coverage sometimes focused on theoretical—but dramatic—possible mutations of the virus rather than consistent, clear, and scientifically supported messaging regarding what is known about the virus and what U.S. residents could do to protect their

### U.S. Public Attitudes about Ebola: August 2014, October 2014, and January 2015

The Harvard School of Public Health and Social Science Research Solutions conducted a nationally representative telephone poll of 1,025 adults during August 13–17, 2014 (after the medical evacuation to the United States of health care workers with Ebola virus disease). Sixty-three percent of respondents reported very or somewhat closely following news about the Ebola epidemic. When asked, "Are you concerned that there will be a large outbreak of Ebola inside the United States within the next 12 months?" 37 percent of respondents reported being "very" or "somewhat" concerned. When asked, "Are you concerned that you or someone in your immediate family may get sick from Ebola during the next 12 months?" 25 percent of respondents reported being "very" or "somewhat" concerned.

A similar telephone poll was conducted two months later, during October 8–12, 2014 (after the first imported Ebola case was diagnosed in the United States). When asked, "Are you concerned that there will be a large outbreak of Ebola inside the United States within the next 12 months?" 50 percent of respondents reported being "very" or "somewhat" concerned. When asked, "Are you concerned that you or someone in your immediate family may get sick from Ebola during the next 12 months?" 36 percent of respondents reported being "very" or "somewhat" concerned.

Another institution, Rasmussen Reports, conducted a national telephone survey of 800 American adults with different questions. The January 2–3, 2015, survey determined that 49 percent of U.S. adults currently regard Ebola as a serious public health problem for the United States, including 14 percent who consider the problem "[v]ery [s]erious."
health.\textsuperscript{76} It was also during this period that discussion and implementation of public health measures that involve monitoring and restricting movement or association (restrictive measures), including quarantine, became a focus in the United States.

Against a charged political backdrop and 24-hour media attention, frustrated public health officials struggled to convey, even before the first imported case, the low risk of individual and community transmission in the United States.\textsuperscript{77}

Other public health officials downplayed uncertainties in an effort to reassure nervous health care professionals and the public.\textsuperscript{78}

Some state and city governments, as well as the U.S. Department of Defense, adopted more extensive restrictive measures than those recommended by U.S. federal public health authorities. For example, the Department of Defense imposed a 21-day quarantine—a controlled monitoring policy for all Defense Department personnel, regardless of risk level, returning from Ebola-affected areas. In a Senate Appropriations Committee hearing on November 12, 2014, the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Sylvia Burwell, explained that U.S. military policy for quarantine of its personnel “was not based on the science. This was based on the management of the force and the forces’ desires.”\textsuperscript{79}

\begin{quote}
\textquote{[W]hat we learned at the Dallas Morning News is that we had to have very consistent messaging and very, very repetitive messaging. So if one day I was on CNN six times talking about Ebola, six times I had to say this is how you can get Ebola, this is how you will not get Ebola. We could not overestimate how many times we’d have to repeat those messages…. I guarantee you if there is one paper out there that leaves open the minute possibility of transmission of Ebola between two nonhuman primates in a lab that may have not been through direct transmission, the public will find that one paper, and then my phone will ring off the hook at the newspaper to say, ‘Why aren’t you talking about it? Why have I not read about this piece of research in the newspaper?’"
\end{quote}

Analysis and Recommendations

This global public health emergency—and our societal response to the perceived threat and reality of limited cases of Ebola arriving on our shores—has forced us as a society to revisit fundamental questions about when health crises in other countries become our shared moral concern, and has illuminated shortcomings in our public health and ethics preparedness infrastructure. Because the United States has both ethical and prudential reasons to engage in promoting global health and to participate in global responses to public health emergencies now and in the future, ensuring that public health preparedness includes a strong component of ethics preparedness is imperative. Strengthening local and regional public health infrastructure to address ongoing public health problems can serve to mitigate conditions that make public health emergencies more likely and, when they do occur, less likely to have devastating long-term health and societal implications. Public health preparedness that focuses on broad capacity building will enhance the ability and flexibility of governments and institutions to respond to health emergencies because many important features of any particular health emergency will be unknown before it occurs.

Recommendation 1

In an interconnected world, for ethical reasons and to protect national interests, the U.S. government has a responsibility to engage in preparedness and to participate in coordinated global responses to public health emergencies.

Strong international and U.S. federal public health infrastructures are essential for responding effectively to public health emergencies and their short- and long-term consequences. As a key international public health organization, the World Health Organization (WHO) is well-positioned to provide both strong global coordination and direct on-the-ground support before, during, and after public health emergencies. However, WHO is underfunded and its effectiveness hampered by politicization and an unwieldy organizational structure and bureaucracy—vulnerabilities the current Ebola epidemic has underscored. Similarly, the Ebola epidemic has highlighted strengths and weaknesses in U.S. federal public health governance and infrastructure. U.S.
federal public health agencies and state and local health departments also have faced declining funding, as well as their own bureaucratic and organizational challenges to coordinated public health emergency response, both domestically and globally. In addition, although philanthropic and other nongovernmental organizations play important complementary roles in global health, they cannot replace government-led public health efforts because they generally lack both its broad mandate as well as the legal authority to impose measures such as quarantine when warranted.

**Recommendation 2**

The United States should strengthen key elements of its domestic and global health emergency response capabilities. These include (1) strengthening the capacity of the World Health Organization to respond to global health emergencies through provision of increased funding and collaboration with other international, national, and nongovernmental public health organizations; (2) identifying and empowering a single U.S. health official accountable for all federal public health emergency response activities, including both domestic and international; and (3) strengthening the deployment capabilities of the U.S. Public Health Service, including by streamlining command structure for deployment and by providing appropriate resources to train and maintain skills needed for emergency response.

During public health emergencies, the success of policies grounded in the best available evidence and sound ethical principles hinge on how these policies are communicated to the public. Public health communication can increase
transparency and accountability in public policy, educate the public, reduce fear and mistrust, and counter stigmatization during public health emergencies. An extensive and vital literature addressing risk and crisis communications provides a large body of evidence about how to convey messages effectively. For example, as has been long recognized among public health communications specialists, communication cannot be unidirectional, nor should “the public” or “the community” be considered a homogenous entity.\(^8\) The importance of engaging stakeholders as active and respected partners in communication, as well as building on ongoing relationships with trusted community members, has been repeatedly demonstrated.\(^8\) In addition, public health institutions and scientists should work with the media as much as necessary to deliver consistent and scientifically grounded messages, which should include being frank about uncertainty and the possibility of new evidence coming to light (despite the natural inclination to express confidence when reassuring anxious members of the public).\(^8\) Some commentators have noted that risk discourse in public health involves inextricably intertwined facts and norms. Effectively communicating public health risks must involve psychologically and socially mediated understandings of the magnitude, likelihood, and importance of hazards to human health or safety.\(^8\) These features demonstrate that interdisciplinary efforts can make distinctive contributions to identifying successful risk communication strategies, though more research is needed.\(^8\)

Because communication efforts can be deeply connected to community acceptance and uptake of public health policies, public health communication forms an integral part of public health responsiveness—not an additional step taken after such responses are identified and implemented.\(^9\) In addition, public health differs in key ways from individual health. Policy decisions must reflect these differences, and policy makers must educate the public about them if they are to foster public trust and uptake.\(^9\) Moreover, public health messages can play an important role in anticipating and countering the historically documented and ongoing tendency to stigmatize those most affected by or associated with a disease or an epidemic.\(^9\)
Recommendation 3

Public officials have a responsibility to support public education and communication regarding the nature and justification of public health responses. Communication efforts should serve the following three interrelated purposes: (1) provide the public with useful, clear, accessible, and accurate information about the response, including what is known about what communities and individuals can do to protect their health; (2) provide those most directly affected by public health policies and programs with an appreciation of the values reflected in, and reasoning behind, their implementation; and (3) mitigate stigmatization and discrimination associated with many public health emergencies.

Epidemics can affect the public in unpredictable and novel ways and can reflect who we are as a nation. The Bioethics Commission envisions a future in which, when public health emergencies arise, they will be addressed with real-time integration of ethical considerations in addition to early planning. Public health professionals and institutions require responsive and comprehensive approaches that provide additional resources for grappling with the ethical dimensions of public health policy and practice.

Advisory bodies and ethics consultation services offer excellent examples of previous efforts at ethics integration; however, ethics should not be thought of as something that exists outside the established public health infrastructure. Rather, the best public health policies are guided by and embody rigorous ethical standards at all levels. Integrating ethics throughout public health emergency response can serve a problem-solving function by anticipating, identifying, and addressing ethical concerns in the early stages of emergencies. Ethics can only be tested during an epidemic, an appropriate framework should be set in place before epidemics occur. This framework should consider a broad range of issues including the ethics of study design, consent processes, use of experimental therapies, fast-track regulatory opinions and processes, and swift progression towards recommendations by international and national authorities. Transparency and open access to data should underpin the whole process.”

integration also provides additional resources for justifying policy decisions at a time when public health expertise is at a premium.

For agile ethics integration to redound on all levels of public health, emergency planning and response must include thorough integration of ethical principles. Ethical expertise should be included in post-response effectiveness evaluations as well. Such efforts should explicitly articulate ethically based standards for public health and facilitate public health institutions and professionals in enacting policies in line with these benchmarks. Such standards also enable the public to hold political officials accountable to their duty to safeguard the public’s health.

**Recommendation 4**

Ethical principles should be integrated into timely and agile public health decision making processes employed in response to rapidly unfolding epidemics. Qualified public health ethics expertise should be readily available to identify ethical considerations relevant to public health emergencies and responses in light of real-time available evidence. As one part of ethics integration into preparation for and implementation of public health emergency response, a single U.S. health official accountable for all federal domestic and international public health emergency response activities should also be accountable for ethics integration as an essential facet of public health emergency response.
PART II
Health Planning and Response in Context
ETHICS and EBOLA: Public Health Planning and Response

QUARANTINE AND OTHER RESTRICTIVE MEASURES DURING PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCIES

The current Ebola epidemic in western Africa and the related U.S. experience with cases within its borders highlights both the public health importance and ethical and social complexities of epidemic control measures that involve restricting movement or association. Similar to other aspects of the epidemic—from how our nation provides assistance to affected countries to the attitudes that shape treatment of health care workers and members of the African diaspora who live in the United States—our obligations to each other urge us to consider the least restrictive means of effective protection.

Overview of Restrictive Public Health Measures

Restrictive public health measures are aimed at controlling communicable disease at the individual or community level, but the measures differ in key ways.

- **Isolation** refers to separation of those infected with or exhibiting symptoms of a communicable disease. In the case of Ebola, as with other infectious diseases, optimal and logistically practical isolation and related infection control procedures vary by context. For example, the high-level U.S. biocontainment units at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) (Bethesda, Maryland), Emory University Hospital (Atlanta, Georgia), the University of Nebraska (Lincoln), and Saint Patrick Hospital (Missoula, Montana) have highly specialized and elaborate infection control procedures unavailable in most other environments (including many hospitals in the United States). Appropriate isolation of symptomatic Ebola patients and related infection control procedures are achievable, however, in many settings, including in western Africa.

- **Quarantine** refers to separation of persons exposed to but not exhibiting symptoms of a communicable disease. Quarantine can occur in different settings, including the private home of the exposed person or in dedicated facilities. For example, Kaci Hickox, an asymptomatic Médecins Sans Frontières (Doctors Without Borders) nurse returning from serving in western Africa, was detained for three days in a tent outside Newark Liberty International Airport. Upon her release, she was ordered by her home state of Maine to remain quarantined until 21 days (the incubation period for Ebola).
after her last contact with patients. She did not have, nor was she subsequently diagnosed with, Ebola.99

• *Travel restrictions* can take different forms, ranging from entry or exit screening at airports, ports, and borders, to travel bans that prohibit entry of travelers from or originating at an area associated with communicable disease. For example, during the current Ebola epidemic, several countries imposed travel bans on individuals from western Africa, and considerable debate occurred in the United States about similar measures, particularly after the first imported case in October 2014.100 At that time, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and Customs and Border Protection (U.S. Department of Homeland Security) implemented more intensive medical entry screening at the five U.S. airports that receive most flights originating in western Africa. Later that October, CDC also released *Interim U.S. Guidance for Monitoring and Movement of Persons with Potential Ebola Virus Exposure*.101 That guidance recommends that such monitoring and restrictive measures be deployed differently depending on defined risk categories.102

• *Social distancing measures* encompass wide-ranging actions to limit contact between persons to mitigate communicable disease transmission. In addition to quarantine and travel restrictions, which are sometimes classified as social distancing, these measures include cancellation of mass gatherings, school closures, and changed work practices such as working from alternate work sites.

An important dimension of all restrictive measures is whether they are voluntary or compulsory. In the United States, both state and the federal governments have constitutional authority to implement quarantines: states through their inherent police powers stemming from the Tenth Amendment to the *U.S. Constitution* and the federal government through its regulation of interstate commerce as codified in the Public Health Service Act.103 However, the power of federal, state, and local government to institute quarantine is limited by Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment due process protections (i.e., that the government cannot take a person’s “life, liberty, or property, without due process of law”).104 Courts tasked with reviewing quarantine regulations scrutinize both the substantive and procedural protections provided. In a public health context, the requirements of substantive due process include
(1) a demonstrated public health necessity, (2) an effective intervention, (3) proportionality in the tailoring of the intervention, and (4) a measure that is the least restrictive in infringing on individual rights and that does not inflict unnecessary harm. \(105\) Procedural due process protections typically include (1) reasonable and adequate notice to the person affected by the government’s proposed action, (2) an opportunity to be heard at a reasonable time and manner, (3) access to legal counsel, and (4) a final administrative decision subject to review in a court of law by an impartial decision maker. \(106\)

**Ethical Considerations Regarding Quarantine and Other Restrictive Measures**

Restrictive measures raise important ethical questions about how governments should exercise public health powers to limit the liberties of some for the protection of others. Approaches have generally converged around the following principles or conditions under which liberty-restricting measures can be justified.

- **The harm principle**: Given the fundamental importance of civil liberties, such freedoms, including freedom of movement, should only be restricted on the basis of the strongest ethical justification. Longstanding ethical traditions support measures to restrict the liberty of an individual or a group to prevent harm to others. \(107\) This is known as the *harm principle*, and its strongest expression can be found in the writings of John Stuart Mill, who wrote that “the only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others.” \(108\) The harm principle can be further refined by specifying that the restriction should be effective at preventing the harm in question. In certain public health ethics frameworks, this condition of effectiveness is considered a separate principle or value called evidence-based action. \(109\)

- **The principle of least infringement**: This principle reflects the importance of minimizing impingement on individual liberties. After a public health intervention’s effectiveness has been evaluated, options also must be evaluated and a determination made that no less-intrusive measure would be equally effective at preventing the harm. \(110\) In conjunction with the harm principle, these two principles ensure that public health measures that restrict the liberty of individuals or groups are used only when ethically and empirically justified.
• **Beneficence and non-maleficence**: Although the principle of beneficence (to promote benefit) and its corollary, non-maleficence (to do no harm), are often recognized in clinical and research ethics as complementary precepts to minimize risk and promote wellbeing, such attention to consequences is also important in public health ethics. As public health authorities consider restrictive measures, they must maintain the ability to modify implementation to reduce risks and promote wellbeing. With respect to restrictive measures, the consequentialist considerations of public health fall under the specified *principle of proportionality*. Proportionality requires that the probable benefits of a restrictive measure, taking into consideration any probable negative effects, are sufficient to justify any burdens, including a restriction of liberty.¹¹¹

• **Reciprocity**: Even when justified on grounds of public health necessity, restrictions on liberty can constitute a burden to members of the public. The principle of reciprocity requires that those who bear such burdens to protect the public’s health are supported by society and through public agencies and policies.¹¹² Reciprocal support might include health care; protection from further exposure; access to food, clothing, and shelter; means of communicating with loved ones; and compensation for lost income.¹¹³ If quarantine or isolation of children is necessary, special exigencies, such as ensuring access to parents or guardians, should be considered.¹¹⁴ The level and kind of support is context-specific and can depend on the size of the population affected by the quarantine.

• **Justice and fairness**: Justice and fairness calls for respect for the rights and liberties of health care professionals and others who have come into contact with individuals with Ebola. In accordance with the requirements of distributive justice, the benefits and burdens of public health responses should not fall disproportionately on particular individuals or groups. Disparate socioeconomic conditions can render some populations more susceptible both to health emergencies and also to exploitation, making such communities a principal focus for public health response efforts. Such conditions create potential for restrictive measures to stigmatize those who fall within their scope, requiring a heightened attention to designing interventions in ways that avoid exacerbating existing social injustices.¹¹⁵
“[W]hen [Ebola] hit us, [the Liberian diaspora community] were targeted by our neighbors…. [If you were] on the ferry or the train, people pulled away from you because of your accent…. [T]hey were afraid of contracting the virus from you. And so I had to…get in the street and try to tell people, no, this is not what it’s like. You don’t just contract a virus because the person has an African accent or because they are from that part of the country or of the world…. I was in the street when a guy saw me, yelling at me, ‘Take yourself back to Africa with your Ebola virus!’ So we had to come out with a statement…. I’m an African, I’m not a virus. I’m a Liberian, and I’m not a virus.”


Lessons Learned: Past and Present Public Health Use of Restrictive Measures

Similar to epidemics that have come before, the current Ebola epidemic reveals how social perceptions of infectious diseases can lead to unethical infringement of civil liberties and stigmatization of the ill, those who treat them, and those who otherwise come to be associated with them.116 Officials implementing restrictive measures should take into account important lessons from the past that illustrate how already marginalized groups can become targets for the misuse of public health restrictive measures. In this arena, public health experts and other scholars have extensively analyzed stigma and discrimination.117 Many scholars have thoroughly documented how stigma is a major social determinant of health, both stemming from and exacerbating individual health problems and broader health disparities.118

Examples from the current Ebola epidemic include instances in which those from affected countries, and sometimes anyone presumed to be African, have been stigmatized in the United States. For example, in October 2014, a Texas community college stopped admitting students “from countries with confirmed Ebola cases.”119 In December

“The concept of racial diseases combined with stereotypes about black bodies help to construct Ebola as a black disease that was especially frightening because it’s so contagious, contaminating, and uncontainable. Perhaps the two words Americans associated Ebola with the most were Africa and fear. Granted, Ebola is contagious and often lethal…. But the extent to which fear ‘outweighed’ the scientific evidence of risk was determined by racial disease concepts, stereotypes, and assumptions.”

2014, two Senegalese-American children were beaten by schoolmates upon returning to New York City from Senegal.¹²⁰

Guinean, Liberian, Sierra Leonean, American, and other health care professionals who have worked with Ebola-infected individuals also have faced stigma and discrimination, including special restrictive measures, finding themselves unwelcome at businesses or social events, and in extreme cases, subjected to violence.¹²¹ Health care workers encountered similar attitudes while caring for medically evacuated patients from western Africa.¹²² Stigmatization and its consequences can have serious repercussions for public health response efforts. For example, as some have suggested, such attitudes and behaviors could discourage health care workers from treating Ebola patients both in western Africa and the United States, with important implications for the capacity of health care teams on the ground to control the epidemic.¹²³

---

**HEALTH CARE WORKERS AFFECTED BY U.S. PERCEPTIONS OF AND POLICIES ABOUT EBOLA**

**Nurse Volunteer in Sierra Leone**

“I’ve come back from west Africa, I’ve integrated back into my job…, and I get an email from the World Health Organization. And they say ‘you’re experienced in the treatment of this virus…. [C]an we deploy you for 10 days?’…. [Y]ou decide that…socially and economically, that you could probably leave for 10 days. So you’re ready to make the decision and then you know what flashes in the back of your head? Twenty-one days. Twenty-one days. And so, as a consequence…I declined—not based on economic or social issues, but based on the lack of clarity in what happens to someone when they come back after they’ve been in that situation.”


**Physician Volunteer in Liberia**

“At times, it felt more challenging to actually coordinate our return to the United States than to do our Ebola-related work in west Africa. Returning home means not only managing risk, but also managing the perception of risks on an hourly basis…. Even though we are asymptomatic, many of us choose to see limited or no family during that 21-day period. This is not due to fear of making them sick, but rather public perceptions. We’re concerned that our sibling, spouse, parent, or child will be sent home from work or from school because they have visited with us. In fact, that’s why I returned to the United States the day after my large family’s Thanksgiving celebration.”

A long history of previous and current societal efforts to grapple with epidemics, including efforts to prevent spread of HIV/AIDS, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), and tuberculosis (TB), are particularly informative in relation to the current Ebola epidemic.

HIV/AIDS

In 2010, the United States lifted a decades-long travel and immigration ban for HIV-infected foreign nationals. Enacted in 1987 against a backdrop of fear and lack of knowledge about HIV/AIDS, the ban continued in spite of expert opinion that it lacked scientific rationale, wasted resources, discouraged HIV testing, and perpetuated stigma and discrimination.\textsuperscript{124} In his speech announcing the final steps to end the ban, President Barack Obama said, “[T]wenty-two years ago, in a decision rooted in fear rather than fact, the United States instituted a travel ban on entry into the country for people living with HIV/AIDS. Now, we talk about reducing the stigma of this disease—yet we’ve treated a visitor living with it as a threat. We lead the world when it comes to helping stem the AIDS pandemic—yet we are one of only a dozen countries that still bar people with HIV from entering our own country.”\textsuperscript{125}

Recent calls for a travel ban in response to the current Ebola epidemic have evoked comparisons to the HIV/AIDS travel ban and other aspects of the response to that epidemic. As some HIV/AIDS activists have written, “History is repeating itself, as the irrational, punitive measures deployed in the AIDS epidemic 30 years ago are revived for another disease, this time a rare hemorrhagic fever responsible for only a few local cases.”\textsuperscript{126}

SARS

The new millennium’s first pandemic from a novel pathogen, SARS (caused by infection with a particular strain of coronavirus whose other members include viruses that cause illnesses ranging from the common cold to the Middle East Respiratory Virus), emerged in 2002 in the People’s Republic of China.\textsuperscript{127} Spread person-to-person primarily by respiratory droplets (produced when an infected person coughs or sneezes), SARS is infectious only when a person is symptomatic, with health care professionals at increased risk through contact with infected patients.\textsuperscript{128}
Restrictive measures were used to control this pandemic in many settings, but took different forms and had varied levels of success, reflecting different sociocultural and political contexts. For example, Singapore, an affluent island city-state of approximately 5.6 million people, with a government that has been variously characterized as practicing “soft-authoritarian rule based on performance legitimacy,” and “arguably the world’s most effective administrative machine,” contained its outbreak through aggressive public health measures. These included a dedicated SARS hospital, thermal imaging machines intended to detect fever among individuals at airports, a SARS information television channel, and home quarantine of approximately 8,000 persons who had had contact with SARS patients. This mandatory quarantine was monitored and enforced through prosecution for noncompliance, electronic cameras installed in homes, and electronic tracking bracelets. Financial subsidies were provided to those quarantined. In Toronto as well as some other locations in Canada, a government considered protective of civil liberties implemented voluntary quarantine for thousands of individuals. Several experts have described the Canadian quarantine efforts during SARS as “inefficient” and “ineffective,” noting that focusing public health efforts on isolation of symptomatic patients, limited contact tracing, and protective precautions might have been sufficient.

During the SARS epidemic, Asians in Canada, the United Kingdom, and elsewhere faced stigma and discrimination. For example, CDC’s Public Response Service tracked a daily sample of incoming SARS-related calls, noting questions associated with stigma and discrimination. Of the sampled calls, an average of 10 percent of callers expressed concerns related to fear, stigmatization, and discrimination. Concerns included fear of buying Asian merchandise as well as working with, living near, and attending school with Asians.

**TB**

TB is one of the most common infectious diseases, and it imposes a substantial public health burden in the United States and globally. It is an airborne, contagious disease—spread through the air when an individual with TB expels bacteria, for example, by coughing. Both latent infection, in which the individual is not yet sick and cannot spread the disease to others, and active disease, in which the individual is sick and can spread the disease to others, can
be treated by using antibiotic drugs. But the treatment is lengthy (at least six months) and challenging to complete. Treating TB is becoming increasingly difficult because of the spread of multidrug-resistant and extensively drug-resistant strains.\textsuperscript{139}

Federal and state governments have the authority to appropriately monitor and manage TB patients. Under federal regulation (42 C.F.R. parts 70, 71), CDC can detain and examine individuals suspected of carrying infectious TB who are entering the United States or traveling between states.\textsuperscript{140} In addition, state boards of health generally have the authority to provide care and isolation of individuals with communicable disease. For example, under the New York Public Health Law, if an individual with active disease is unable or unwilling to live in a manner as to not expose other persons who might be at risk of infection (e.g., family or household members) and if the individual is a danger to others, the state has the authority to commit the individual to isolation in a hospital or an established care institution.\textsuperscript{141}

\textit{Analysis and Recommendation}

History repeatedly demonstrates how epidemics create a climate of fear, cause disruption in the pattern of daily life, and increase our expectations of those in positions of public responsibility. The pressures that arise in such contexts can lead to use of more restrictive measures than necessary. These have included travel restrictions and quarantine—and more draconian variants, such as cordon sanitaire—despite the absence of scientific evidence or in overt challenge to expert consensus.

A society that recognizes the importance of individual freedom should expect and empower public officials to both strengthen the public health evidence base and to use that information to develop and implement public health policies leading to the least possible infringement. Public officials also should be aware of and, to the extent possible, prepare for the dynamics—including public pressures—which can lead to the inappropriate deviation from such an approach. The use of restrictive measures should be regularly reevaluated in light of new scientific evidence.
Deliberative democratic processes reflect the importance of providing citizens with sound justifications for the policies that affect them.\textsuperscript{142} The harm principle as well as related principles of evidence-based action and least infringement reflect widely held values regarding health protection and civil liberties. Public health institutions and professionals have robust obligations to safeguard the public’s health, duties that are reflected, for example, in CDC’s mission to protect public health, safety, and security.\textsuperscript{143} This abiding commitment to serve the public provides the ethical grounding for restrictive measures.

**Recommendation 5**

Governments and public health organizations should employ the least restrictive means necessary—on the basis of the best available scientific evidence—in implementing restrictive public health measures, such as quarantines and travel restrictions, intended to control infectious disease spread. In addition, governments and public health organizations should be prepared to communicate clearly the rationale for such measures and provide ongoing updates to the public about their implementation, with particular attention to the needs of those most directly affected.

Public health is a crucial individual and collective good. When the threat of ill health and death puts a country’s residents in peril, as in an infectious disease epidemic, other core public values, including individual liberties, can be legitimately curtailed. In these circumstances, a major challenge is to reassure and calm a frightened public without either unjustified restriction on liberty or understatement of risks. Justified restrictive measures must therefore meet a high standard that establishes that they are necessary for responding to the public health emergency. Together, these principles require officials to implement the least restrictive limits that are effective in controlling transmission.
RESEARCH ETHICS DURING PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCIES

Public health emergencies can complicate ethical concerns common to the conduct of clinical research. The fear and desperation associated with epidemics, coupled with a heightened sense of urgency, raise challenges for the way in which ethical principles for human subjects research are interpreted and practically applied during a public health emergency. In this section, the Bioethics Commission considers two research ethics concerns prominent in the current Ebola epidemic: the use of placebos in clinical trials for Ebola vaccines and treatments; and the collection, storage, and international sharing of biospecimens for current and future research.

Clinical Trial Design and Use of Placebos

Introduction and Background

Although public health and clinical measures—including health care facility infection control, contact tracing, community education, and supportive care for persons with Ebola—are crucial in addressing the epidemic and its effects, new interventions to prevent and treat Ebola are also desperately needed. To establish the safety, efficacy, and effectiveness of such interventions in contexts where Ebola outbreaks occur, they need to be tested during an epidemic. As a result, large clinical trials are currently planned or underway in Ebola-affected countries in western Africa to evaluate new Ebola vaccines and pharmacological treatments. Randomized controlled trials are widely considered to provide the most credible scientific evidence of the safety and efficacy of preventive or therapeutic clinical or public health interventions, although they are not always optimal, feasible, or ethical in every context, and the results can be difficult to extrapolate to nonresearch contexts. The design of randomized controlled trials involves assigning research participants, by chance (randomly), to one of two or more groups, each receiving a different “intervention condition,” such as an experimental drug or no experimental drug or placebo (an inactive substance used for comparison that appears as much as possible identical to the experimental intervention) and a set of standard health services. At the end of the study, data from each group are analyzed and compared to answer questions set at the outset of the trial—for example, whether the drug is safe or works to alleviate the symptoms of or cure a particular illness.
These studies raise difficult ethical, scientific, and practical questions about how best to design and conduct research during a public health emergency—particularly in a context characterized by poverty, vulnerability, and limited infrastructure. One question concerns whether conducting a randomized placebo-controlled trial to evaluate new preventive or therapeutic interventions for Ebola is ethically appropriate.

In this section, the Bioethics Commission highlights two differing perspectives on this question: (1) that the priority for clinical research in the Ebola context should be to identify safe and effective interventions as efficiently and reliably as possible, and that randomized placebo-controlled trials are the best way to achieve this goal; and (2) that the priority for clinical research in the Ebola context should be to provide access to the potential benefits of experimental interventions to as many participants as possible using scientifically valid research designs. In its analysis, the Bioethics Commission underscores ethically relevant aspects of conducting clinical research in the current Ebola epidemic that might help address the tensions between these two perspectives while highlighting the importance of considering a range of trial designs—recognizing that very different concerns arise during trials of vaccines involving healthy volunteers and of treatments for research participants with an often fatal disease.

**The Argument for Placebo-Controlled Clinical Trials during the Current Ebola Epidemic**

Randomized placebo-controlled trials are considered the ideal scientific standard for determining the efficacy of a new treatment or vaccine.
Researchers who support use of randomized placebo-controlled trial designs in Ebola research argue that these trials are the most efficient and powerful method for assessing the safety and effectiveness of available experimental interventions, both to protect participant and patient safety during the current Ebola epidemic and the safety of future patients. In addition, they raise concerns about trial designs that do not involve a placebo arm, including their vulnerability to error such that credible results are unlikely and that, in the absence of credible results, it will be difficult to determine the safety, efficacy, and effectiveness of a new intervention.

**Alternative trial designs might lead to invalid results:** Proponents of randomized placebo-controlled trials argue that the data generated by certain alternative trial designs might lack validity. Random assignment into treatment and control groups using a parallel controlled design is considered the ideal standard for avoiding biased or incomplete conclusions. One proposed alternative to randomizing participants into treatment and control groups is to compare those taking an experimental intervention with historical control subjects. However, validity could be threatened if the historical control subjects differ in relevant ways from those in the clinical trial—for example, if they are more ill or less ill, older or younger, are identified at a different stage of illness, received different kinds of medical care, are infected with a virus that might have mutated from past epidemics, or are different in unmeasured or unmeasurable ways. It can be challenging determining whether any observed differences that exist between the outcomes are the result of the experimental intervention or instead reflect underlying differences between the groups or changes in the disease over time. Multivariable statistical methods can help control for some of the known and measured differences. However, accounting for all differences, especially characteristics that are unknown or unmeasured, is impossible.

“And [the Food and Drug Administration (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services)] really put weight into speed and efficiency because we felt that we only had a small window to study the investigation of products and to learn what helps and what hurts patients, and we were hoping to make a difference in this epidemic. And if not for this epidemic, we wanted to make certain that we went into the next one with the knowledge to be able to take care of patients in the best possible way.”

A randomized placebo-controlled trial design allows the fundamental question posed by most clinical trials to be answered with relative confidence: Are observed differences in outcomes between participants who received the experimental intervention and those who did not attributable to the experimental intervention? As part of a sound overall research design, a placebo-controlled trial increases one’s confidence in the accuracy of the answer to that question, because it offers the clearest and most direct estimate of benefit. Advocates of randomized placebo-controlled trials in the Ebola context argue that these trials offer the most reliable and efficient (e.g., fewest participants and shortest duration) way to identify the potential benefits or harms of experimental interventions, especially because there are almost no data on the safety and efficacy of the experimental interventions and no proven drugs or vaccines for Ebola.

**Unreliable data can jeopardize interpretation of the results:** Experimental therapies often fail to deliver the benefits anticipated before a clinical trial and could even cause harm. Despite the urgency of a public health emergency, taking all measures possible to increase the likelihood that research results will yield a credible determination about the safety, efficacy, and effectiveness of a novel intervention is especially imperative. Mistakenly determining a benefit or missing a potential harm can directly hurt research participants as well as individuals who use the intervention if implemented, and can impose substantial economic costs on communities and societies. In contrast, failing to detect a modest but meaningful level of clinical effectiveness might deprive those in need of an intervention that can reduce suffering or improve chances of survival.

**The Argument against Placebo-Controlled Clinical Trials during the Current Ebola Epidemic**

Those against the use of placebos in Ebola clinical trials argue that use of placebos would be unethical in the context of the current epidemic. With a high number of infected persons dying from the disease (estimated case fatality rates for hospitalized Ebola patients is between 57 and 60 percent), randomizing individuals in a treatment trial to the placebo-control arm, in which they receive supportive care only, denies them “at least the possibility of benefit” that might result from an experimental intervention. For similar
reasons, using a placebo in vaccine trials might be perceived as unethical, especially if those participating in the trial are health workers both at high risk for contracting the disease and vital to combating the epidemic. The central ethical concern in both of these arguments is that randomizing participants to a placebo could deny them a possible—even if remote and unknown—benefit.

In response to ethical challenges to using placebos, opponents of their use advocate alternative research designs that could provide access to experimental interventions to as many individuals as possible, while also generating scientifically adequate data about their safety and effectiveness. A potential benefit of alternative designs, if they are feasible, is that availability of an experimental drug might encourage individuals sick with Ebola to go to treatment centers earlier, which could both ameliorate their suffering and assist in bringing the epidemic under control.

**ALTERNATIVE TRIAL DESIGNS**

*Historical Control Data for Therapeutic Trials:* A possible alternative to placebo for therapeutic trials is to compare results from individuals receiving the experimental therapy in the trial to results from similar individuals with the disease outside a research context. For example, researchers might gather historical data from the health records of individuals who recently had Ebola and received supportive care alone. One disadvantage of this design is that relevant differences between the historical control participants and the experimental group—for example, whether the historical control participants received the same kind of supportive care or whether there are changes in the disease course over time—might make interpretation of study results more difficult. In addition, high-quality historical data might be unavailable, particularly in the context of a public health emergency.

*Adaptive Trial Design:* Although there are a variety of definitions of adaptive design clinical trials, most broadly an adaptive trial design prospectively plans modification of one or more specified aspects of the study design and hypotheses based on analysis of data (usually interim data). For example, an adaptive trial might use an interim analysis of trial data to modify the randomization procedure (assigning more participants to the intervention that, in the interim analysis, is strongly suggesting superiority). Adaptive trial designs might be attractive to researchers because they can help to reduce the time and resources needed to assess experimental interventions, and might help researchers select the most promising intervention option at an earlier stage of research. Both of these possible benefits are especially relevant in a public health emergency, when having more information earlier might enable researchers to provide a promising intervention to more people, or discontinue testing of a drug that is having no effect or is harmful. However, concerns have been raised about the potential for adaptive trial designs to introduce bias or to lead to study results that are difficult to interpret.
Analysis and Recommendation

Debate over the ethics of placebo use in randomized clinical trials is not new. However, that debate has focused on the ethical justifications for using placebos when there is a proven treatment for a given condition. If so, giving participants in a clinical trial a placebo means withholding a proven treatment to establish the safety and efficacy of the experimental intervention. In the case of clinical trials for Ebola interventions, however, no licensed and approved treatments exist against which experimental interventions can be tested. Therefore, the debate over placebos in this context is focused not on whether denying patients in the placebo group a proven treatment is justifiable, but rather whether those patients should have the chance of receiving a benefit from the experimental intervention. It is also possible that the experimental intervention will not benefit them or could even harm them.

In the context of this epidemic, as in a broader debate over placebos, a nuanced middle ground might be ethically preferable. In *Moral Science: Protecting Participants in Human Subjects Research* (*Moral Science*), the Bioethics Commission has supported a middle ground in the placebo debate founded in the idea that “good ethics begins with good science.” A clinical trial that is scientifically flawed lacks the social value that we, as a society, expect scientific studies involving human participants to have—it lacks the capacity to generate knowledge that will improve human welfare now or in the future. The social value of research is particularly significant when the

“[The National Health Research Ethics Committee of Nigeria] believe[s] that modern drug development requires randomized clinical trials as the highest level of evidence that can be brought to bear on this discussion. We believe that modern research requires these principles of research ethics that we have learned and developed over the past several years. But having said that, we also believe that these things should not be taken as doctrinaire positions that cannot be engaged with within certain circumstances and that we cannot adjust or reflect upon. And [secondly] the Nigerian ethics committee at the beginning of the Ebola epidemic issued a guidance statement that said we’re going to allow the use of therapies that have not completed the standard clinical trial development pathway in the context of this epidemic and share the data…so that we can rapidly evaluate the efficacy of these interventions.”

information can only be collected during an emergency, as is the case with the Ebola epidemic.\footnote{164} Without social value, nothing is to be gained by exposing research participants to any of the potential risks of participation.\footnote{165} However, participants in human subjects research need to be protected from research that places the demand for scientific rigor, or for scientific advancement, ahead of the protection of research participants.\footnote{166} Research participants should be treated as moral agents worthy of equal concern and respect and never reduced to “mere means” for the benefit of others.\footnote{167}

For the purposes of this brief, the Bioethics Commission presents four considerations that are ethically relevant to resolving the inherent tensions between choosing a research design that prioritizes efficiency and clarity in results (e.g., a placebo-controlled design that relatively quickly offers a credible determination of the safety and effectiveness of a potentially lifesaving experimental intervention) and another design that might offer a chance of benefit to more participants but could take longer, require more participants, or complicate the task of yielding interpretable results.

\textit{Differences between vaccine and treatment trials:} Whereas many arguments against the use of placebo-controlled clinical trials in the Ebola context focus on the potential injustice of not offering all participants an experimental treatment against a disease with such a high mortality rate, it is important to note that the ethical challenges raised by the use of placebos in vaccine trials are different from those raised by treatment trials. For example, unlike participants in a treatment trial who are infected with a disease, participants in vaccine trials are healthy volunteers.\footnote{168} They therefore do not usually have a chance of benefiting from the trial in the same way as a treatment-trial participant would—although participants at higher risk for contracting the disease, such as health care workers and burial teams, might receive an individual benefit if the vaccine proves effective. Moreover, the recent example of experimental HIV vaccine efficacy studies paradoxically increasing the risk of HIV infection in vaccine recipients underscores the scientific and ethical rationale for the inclusion of placebo arms in trial designs for diseases for which a licensed vaccine is unavailable.\footnote{169}

\textit{Supportive care in treatment trials:} Proponents of randomized placebo-controlled trials for experimental Ebola treatments argue that those in the placebo control group should receive the best available supportive care.
Understanding the ethical complexities of conducting a placebo-controlled trial in the current Ebola epidemic depends in part on the interpretation of “best available.” On one hand, it might be interpreted as meaning the best possible supportive care, which would require the more sophisticated interventions that can be provided in well-resourced intensive care units (such as renal dialysis and ventilators) that are rarely available in the context of the current Ebola epidemic. On the other hand, the term might be interpreted to mean local de facto care wherever the specific trial is occurring, which might be very little.  

In the context of the current Ebola epidemic, providing supportive care of the level provided to the few Ebola patients treated in hospitals in the United States and Europe is both unrealistic and impractical and could not be sustained by many of the health systems most affected by this epidemic. In addition, some treatments might actually have greater benefits in a setting with less available supportive care or only be effective in a setting with a lower level of supportive care—critical distinctions that could be lost by requiring a higher level of supportive care than is sustainable outside the trial. Therefore, the Bioethics Commission supports the position that the most appropriate comparator for an experimental Ebola treatment in this context is the best supportive care available and sustainable in the community in which the research is conducted and where the intervention will be used. Establishing whether an experimental treatment is more or less effective than available and sustainable supportive care will help these communities be better prepared for future epidemics.

It is also worth noting that even without experimental treatments to test, trials to determine what forms of supportive care are feasible, sustainable, and effective at preventing death from Ebola are crucial. For example, it is critical to examine whether and in what circumstances intravenous rather than oral rehydration is best. Establishing and delivering the best sustainable supportive care to all patients, whether or not they participate in a trial testing a new treatment, will promote equitable access to care.

Responsiveness: In its past work, the Bioethics Commission has emphasized not only the ethical importance, but also the many complexities of designing research that is responsive to the health needs of the community in which the
research is conducted. In the context of the current Ebola epidemic in western Africa, community-level concerns that randomized placebo-controlled trials might lead to or exacerbate mistrust of health care workers, reluctance to seek medical care, or social unrest should be carefully considered when identifying responses to the needs of the host community. Using a no-placebo research design to test experimental treatments initially might help to build trust in research and encourage patients to seek medical care, although only if the intervention does not or is not perceived to cause additional harm. If health care workers and others at the front lines of Ebola care are reluctant to participate in trials of experimental Ebola vaccines that include a placebo-control arm, alternative trial designs might be necessary to increase the likelihood that community concerns are addressed and community members are willing to participate in research.

Credible results: In Moral Science, the Bioethics Commission noted that although differences remain between those who argue that randomized controlled trials are the ideal standard for testing new interventions and those who advocate for alternative approaches, the overriding ethical constraint is that the design of a trial must be adequate to yield results that are amenable to definitive scientific interpretation; otherwise, the risks to participants in the research cannot be justified. All four factors discussed here highlight the importance, during emergencies as in all other research contexts, of choosing the trial design that will both answer the question at issue and also be ethically and practically acceptable to the community in which the research is to be conducted. Given the heightened sense of urgency for evaluating experimental interventions for Ebola, including vaccines and treatments, a range of different trial designs that will yield credible results should be considered. As WHO has recommended, “All scientifically recognized methodologies and study designs should be considered as ethically acceptable,” provided that they consider important contextual information, such as the infrastructure and resources available at the health care facility. Scholars have argued that, in an emergency context, an adaptive approach to clinical trial design in which preliminary trial data are used to modify the trial as it continues is ethically preferable, if it allows researchers to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of an experimental intervention sooner rather than later; an adaptive design might also offer a methodological compromise.
between responding to urgent need and obtaining the most rigorous scientific data most efficiently. Adaptive approaches to trial design also have limitations, however. For example, modifying the trial in response to interim results might introduce error or bias into the study or make interpretation of the results more difficult. Central to the Bioethics Commission’s ethical analysis is the recognition that no one clinical trial design is ethically required in the context of the current Ebola epidemic or research conducted during a public health emergency more generally. Rather, the full range of trial designs that protect and promote the welfare of participants and are capable of yielding credible and reliable results should be considered.

Concerns about the design of clinical research during a public health emergency should be understood against the backdrop of the overarching goal of effective disease management. The interventions currently undergoing testing, if they are determined to be safe and effective, might come too late for many affected by the current Ebola epidemic. Investments in experimental vaccines and treatments for Ebola might be more likely to benefit the affected communities in the long term than in the short term. For those currently infected with Ebola, or at risk for contracting it, good clinical care and useful public health interventions, such as contact tracing and isolation of infected individuals, are likely to be more important. But these interventions require substantial investments of time and money into fragile health care systems and public health infrastructure.

Ethical public health emergency response should also consider the different ethical variables of short- and long-term goals. In the short term, patient access to evidence-based supportive care and stable health care infrastructure is imperative. Clinical research should be conducted so as to contribute to better understanding the natural course of the disease, providing the best supportive care available in the host communities, and building public health and health care infrastructure. These constraints on clinical research are important to ensuring that—in an emergency context when conducting research might seem to be secondary to the more urgent tasks of containing the crisis—the basic interests of research participants are protected and, as far as possible, advanced. In the midst of this epidemic, providing access to experimental interventions to as many patients as possible might be less ethically vital than ensuring that those participating in research and their
communities are benefiting from what we already know about how to control and, as far as possible, treat Ebola through supportive care. For the long-term benefit of communities likely to be affected by Ebola epidemics in the future, reliable and accurate scientific data about the effectiveness of vaccines and treatments for Ebola is critical; alongside other principal areas of research, such as factors associated with survival, disease natural history, the most effective way to deliver care from a cultural perspective, and the long-term impact of the disease on survivors and communities. Without such evidence, these and other communities might be deprived of lifesaving interventions in the next Ebola epidemic, or be economically harmed by using scarce health care resources for interventions that are ineffective against the disease.

**Recommendation 6**

Research during the Ebola epidemic should provide all participants with the best supportive care sustainably available in the community in which the research is conducted. Trial designs should be methodologically rigorous and capable of generating results that are clearly interpretable, acceptable to the host communities and, to the extent possible, minimize delays to completing the research. Properly designed placebo-controlled trials can meet these conditions, and innovative designs, such as adaptive randomization, ought to be considered as a means of addressing these research goals. Research teams should actively engage with affected communities while planning research to determine the trial design that best reflects these ethical and scientific requirements.

Clinical research conducted during the current Ebola epidemic should be designed to provide the greatest possible benefit to those affected now, both in terms of supportive care and access to experimental interventions; minimize time necessary to assess results; and yield reliable evidence of the safety, efficacy, and effectiveness of experimental interventions for future patients. Although the first requirement ensures that, in accordance with the principle of beneficence, research participants receive as much benefit from the research as possible, the last two requirements attempt to ensure that potential harms to both current research participants and future victims of an Ebola epidemic are minimized.
Clinical research during a serious communicable disease epidemic creates a stark ethical dilemma: On one hand, using placebo controls appears to deny some patients the possibility—however small and uncertain—of a benefit from experimental interventions; on the other hand, research that does not yield conclusive results about an intervention’s safety or effectiveness could exacerbate the tragedy of the epidemic by providing misleading and potentially harmful information. Navigating this tension requires careful analysis of the range of possible trial designs coupled with a commitment to core principles of research ethics.

Collection, Use, and International Sharing of Biospecimens for Research

Introduction and Background

Collecting and sharing biospecimens has the potential to contribute to the development of diagnostic and therapeutic agents; translation of research into clinical care; and knowledge of the etiologies, pathogenesis, and genetic determinants of disease. In the context of a communicable disease outbreak like Ebola, access to related biospecimens and data enables researchers to study and better understand the pathogenesis, natural history, genetic variation, and transmission of the Ebola virus and can help identify epidemiological patterns and viral mutations—critical for developing vaccines and therapeutics.

Collecting and sharing biospecimens and data from the current Ebola epidemic permits research that serves at least two purposes. First, it can help facilitate development of and access to treatments for those who have Ebola. For example, research is being conducted to assess the efficacy of convalescent blood products (biospecimens from individuals who have survived the infection and in whom antibodies have developed) to treat those with Ebola. Second, collection and sharing of biospecimens and data can help advance research into potential therapeutic interventions (e.g., drugs and vaccines), benefiting persons who might be affected by Ebola disease in the coming months or during future epidemics. However, challenges exist for the ethical and practical implementation of biospecimen research.
Ethical and Practical Challenges

Ethical Collection of Biospecimens

Development of therapeutic interventions capable of addressing future epidemics—or capable of preventing such outbreaks from occurring—often requires access to biospecimens that can only be collected during public health emergencies. Given that Ebola samples are only available from infected individuals, a public health emergency is often the best and perhaps only time to advance such research. Therefore, such biospecimens are extremely valuable and must be collected ethically—mindful of the challenges of obtaining informed consent during a public health emergency and with sufficient assurances of adequate privacy protections.

Informed consent is a cornerstone of ethical research and a fundamental way that researchers demonstrate respect for persons, which recognizes the fundamental human capacity for rational self-determination and freedom from limitations that can prevent meaningful choice. However, obtaining informed consent for collecting and sharing biospecimens from persons with Ebola is particularly challenging. Individuals from whom samples are being collected are often severely ill and focused on survival. Baseline questions remain regarding the ideal form of consent—for example, whether broad consent for future uses is ethically acceptable or whether more specific consent or re-consent for future uses must be obtained. The Bioethics Commission has argued in Privacy and Progress in Whole Genome Sequencing (Privacy and Progress) that consent should ascertain participant preferences at the time samples are obtained for whole genome sequencing, but it recognized that circumstances exist in which broad consent at the outset of research might be a more practical solution. For example, new or re-consent could be impractical for Ebola research, given the limited health care infrastructure in affected areas, or such consent might be impossible given the high case fatality rate.

Moreover, the nature of the Ebola epidemic means that many potential research participants might be incapacitated and unable to consent, or they might be minors. Accordingly, to the extent samples and identifying data will be shared, proxy consent might be necessary for research use of samples. In a situation where persons ill with Ebola often are isolated from friends and family
members (either physically or because of the high case fatality rate), it might be challenging to determine who—if anyone—can act as a proxy.

U.S. human subjects research regulations do not require informed consent in two situations of particular relevance to the current Ebola epidemic. First, U.S. research regulations do not recognize research on samples from deceased individuals as constituting human subjects research, and thus such samples are not afforded typical research protections. But, even though individual research participants might be deceased, they could have had values or interests regarding potential use of their specimens that, if known, ought to be respected even after their passing.

Second, U.S. regulations do not recognize research on de-identified samples or data as human subjects research warranting ethics review or requiring consent from the person from whom the sample was obtained. Many biospecimens that are shared internationally are de-identified in accordance with regulations (meaning that certain identifiers, including name, address, and personal identification numbers are removed), but nevertheless are shared with accompanying medical and demographic information to make the sample more useful.

Biospecimens contain genetic information that is useful to researchers in two ways. First, sharing viral sequences allows researchers to perform genetic sequencing on the Ebola virus itself to examine viral qualities that might reveal information about mutations that affect experimental treatments or whether novel associations between changes in Ebola virus variants might be associated with disease severity. Sharing viral sequences has implications of reciprocity and equitable benefit, as discussed in the next section.

Second, researchers can sequence human genetic material of persons exposed to Ebola to determine, for example, whether some people are genetically more susceptible to infection or experience disease severity. Sharing this second category of genetic sequencing raises particular concerns about the extent

"Ideally, clinical trial participants and patients should have the opportunity for informed consent both for storing and sharing their biospecimens. However, obtaining consent might not always be possible and, even where possible, there are some circumstances in which it could be challenging to ensure that such consent is truly informed."

“Without sufficient data, it may not be possible to assess and predict trends and risks in infectious diseases. It is acceptable to collect and use anonymized data for assessing and predicting trends in infectious disease without consent, as long as any invasion of privacy is reduced as far as possible.”


Regardless of whether shared biospecimens and data include identifiers, the principle of respect for persons implies that biospecimens collected from persons exposed to Ebola should be covered by adequate privacy protections, which is particularly important given the stigma associated with disease. As recommended by the Bioethics Commission in its report *Privacy and Progress*, all persons who work with genetic and genomic data should be guided by professional ethical standards related to the privacy and confidentiality of such data. Ensuring that persons whose biospecimens are collected during the Ebola epidemic are afforded adequate privacy protections requires that all persons and entities handling the biospecimens have adequate data security policies in place. One such example of a policy protecting privacy is NIH’s Genomic Data Sharing Policy, which promotes responsible sharing of data from genomic research and seeks to provide protections for research involving human data. For data submitted to NIH repositories, the policy mandates de-identification of human genomic data, review of informed consent materials to determine whether data should be shared for subsequent use, and maintenance of a tiered data distribution system. Requests for access to genomic data by other researchers are reviewed by NIH Data Access Committees, and approved investigators must abide by the NIH Genomic Data User Code of Conduct.
Equitable Benefit Sharing

Sharing biospecimen data, especially viral sequences, raises concerns about equitable benefit sharing—concerns motivated by reciprocity and justice that imply that those who provide the biological samples used in research should not be denied access to the benefits that result from that research. Reciprocity indicates that individuals and communities who have shared their biospecimens should have access to benefits that result from such research, and justice urges us to distribute such benefits equitably. These ethical imperatives are more pronounced when dealing with samples collected from potentially vulnerable populations, including populations that are potentially vulnerable socioeconomically, medically (e.g., suffering from disease in the midst of an epidemic in countries with limited health infrastructure), or for other reasons.

Sharing specimens and associated data in the context of public health emergencies has, at times, been contentious precisely because of questions of benefit sharing. A recent example arose during the highly pathogenic avian influenza A (H5N1) virus pandemic in the early 2000s. In this case, Indonesia’s H5N1 virus samples were considered particularly valuable in tracking the global evolution of the virus and developing pharmacological treatments against the threat. The Indonesian government learned that the virus samples they shared were being used by pharmaceutical companies to develop new vaccines to be sold at commercial rates—rates that the Indonesian government believed it could not afford. The Indonesian government responded by ceasing to share its H5N1 virus samples unless it could be assured of direct access to the benefits.

During the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, countries across the economic spectrum shared samples. As the pandemic spread, however, high-income countries secured large contracts for vaccines and bought virtually all the vaccine that companies were able to manufacture. Although the United States agreed to donate 10 percent of its vaccine purchases to WHO, it later stated that vaccines would only be donated after all U.S. residents at risk had access. Other countries responded similarly.

As a way forward, WHO brokered the Pandemic Influenza Preparedness Framework in 2011, which created legally enforceable contractual obligations
on participating parties with the aim of making vaccines available to low-income countries. In exchange for access to biological materials, the Framework requires researchers and manufacturers to provide an agreed-upon “percentage of vaccines, diagnostics, or pharmaceuticals to WHO’s stockpile” or to grant “developing countries ‘fair and reasonable’ royalty-free licenses to manufacture such products.” The Framework also prohibits establishing intellectual property rights in biological materials transferred within the system. Although the Framework applies only to influenza samples with pandemic potential, similarities exist with the sharing of Ebola biospecimens that nevertheless make the Framework a useful policy example for attending to concerns of justice and reciprocity.

Challenges of Conducting Research Using Ebola Biospecimens

Conducting research using Ebola biospecimens is a highly regulated enterprise because of the infectiousness of the Ebola virus. Current U.S. regulations were designed in accordance with notions of public beneficence and non-maleficence. These principles encourage members of a society to act in ways that have potential to enhance our shared wellbeing. The goal of these regulations is to minimize risks from exposure to all highly infectious agents by those tasked with handling biospecimens and the public at large.

For example, in the United States, Ebola research must be performed in a laboratory with equipment, trained personnel, and procedures consistent with Biological Safety Level-4 (BSL-4)—laboratories specifically designed to prevent release. BSL-4 laboratories are expensive to build and operate and are relatively rare, seriously limiting the locations at which research using Ebola biospecimens can be conducted.

Because of the resource-intensive nature of these requirements for collecting and testing biospecimens, much of the work must be performed in institutions that have a highly developed infrastructure. However, the current Ebola epidemic is concentrated in countries with limited research facilities, staff, equipment, and funding—making storing and conducting of research on Ebola biospecimens on the ground in western Africa impractical or impossible. Accordingly, research on Ebola biospecimens typically is conducted in countries not affected by the current outbreak, requiring that Ebola biospecimens be transported internationally, which is challenging. For
example, export of Ebola samples from Sierra Leone has required approval from an ethics committee, as well as Sierra Leone’s Minister of Health and President.\textsuperscript{220} Importing these samples into the United States also required a permit from CDC and passage through customs.\textsuperscript{221}

Although these heightened restrictions reflect the beneficent motivation of protecting the public and researchers from inadvertent exposure to a lethal and highly infectious agent, the restrictions also serve to push research to high-income countries with the health and research infrastructure to satisfy these requirements—potentially exacerbating existing disparities by failing to invest in less-developed country infrastructure necessary for conducting cutting-edge research and requiring assurance of later benefit sharing.\textsuperscript{222} Safety restrictions also render research using Ebola biospecimens more resource intensive and limit the locations at which Ebola research can be conducted, potentially hampering development of diagnostic and therapeutic interventions.

\textit{Analysis and Recommendation}

The collection, use, and international sharing of biospecimens require that researchers and other stakeholders be ethically attuned to the challenges of collecting biospecimens during a public health emergency and ensure equitable access to the benefits that result from research using those shared biospecimens. Many individuals from whom biospecimens are collected are in the throes of Ebola disease and, because of the exigencies of the disease, might be unable to give voluntary informed consent. Sharing and storing biospecimens and associated data also raises concerns about the privacy of those who donate Ebola samples. Finally, reciprocity and humanitarian justifications encourage ensuring access to the benefits of research with all who contribute, and justice compels the equitable sharing of research benefits.
Recommendation 7

The U.S. government should ensure that Ebola virus related biospecimens are obtained ethically, including addressing the challenges of obtaining informed consent during a public health emergency and ensuring adequate privacy protections. The U.S. government should also, in collaboration with partners, facilitate access to the benefits that result from related research to the broadest group of persons possible. This can be achieved by engaging in dialogue with global partners and working collaboratively with local scientists whenever possible to develop effective strategies for ensuring equitable distribution of the benefits of research both in the United States and abroad.

The research use of identifiable biospecimens obtained from those exposed to Ebola requires initial informed consent, consistent with U.S. federal regulations, along with approval from an ethical review committee expected to play a gatekeeping role in evaluating what research can and should be conducted. When proxy consent is given, review committees should pay careful attention to its potential limitations, including any potential conflicts of interest. In all cases, ethics review committees that evaluate requests to conduct research on samples collected abroad should familiarize themselves with the concerns distinct to the locality from which the samples are collected and, whenever possible, seek local parallel review and approval. If such locations lack an established ethics review committee structure, foreign researchers and funders alike should carefully consider additional steps to protect participants. Neutral third-party ethics review bodies, perhaps through WHO or another group, could help with pre-review or monitor research as local capacity is improved.

Biospecimens collected during the Ebola epidemic are likely to be shared globally and stored in biobanks around the world. Although harmonization of privacy protections across such institutions could be challenging, those who contribute biospecimens should receive assurances of a baseline of adequate protection. These protections might be implemented technically—including use of encryption and firewalls—and through regulation or institutional policies, such as the NIH Genomic Data Sharing Policy. Moreover, as the Bioethics Commission stated in *Privacy and Progress*, researchers who work with genetic or genomic data should be guided by professional
ethical standards regarding the privacy and confidentiality of these data. Participants should also be informed whenever feasible that the nature of the research and subsequent advances in technology mean that no guarantee can be made that genomic samples will remain de-identified.

Deciding how best to provide access to the benefits that accrue from research on shared biospecimens is not easy. The U.S. government should play a leading role in establishing best practices for sharing the benefits of research for international, agency, and private agreements. It should collaborate with the communities that ought to benefit, including geographic communities affected by the current Ebola epidemic or likely to be affected in future outbreaks, local scientists conducting research on the ground, health care personnel likely to be exposed in future epidemics, and the individuals who contributed biospecimens. Contracts such as Material Transfer Agreements—used by both private and federal parties to establish rights and obligations concerning shared biospecimens—should include discussion of royalties, access to products that arise from research using shared samples, consultation about the ways that samples will be used, scientific credit to participating researchers, and contributions that strengthen local capacity and effective research governance mechanisms.
CONCLUSION
Ethics preparedness sets the stage for policies formulated and justified before the need to implement them during public health emergencies. Importantly, the ways in which an epidemic unfolds can warrant revisiting policies and decisions made in advance.

An advantage of decisions that result from deliberative processes is that they can be revised. Although ethics preparedness can and ought to be a priority well in advance of public health emergencies, decisions made in advance of an emergency might require interpretation and reconsideration in light of new scientific information, fresh understandings of the moral values at stake, and other changes in the context within which the decision is made. For example, a new and different type of epidemic might affect stakeholders whose perspectives did not initially contribute to planning, and their interests should be considered.

“In this brief, the Bioethics Commission recognizes that public health emergencies can affect everyone, and that implementing public health policies can have different implications and meaning for different individuals and communities. By articulating a vision for ethics preparedness, the Bioethics Commission recognizes the importance of multiple points of view—those of the individual and the community, of health professionals and patients, of researchers and research participants, and of members of the national and global community. Anticipatory approaches to public health ethics facilitate and promote broad and inclusive discussions about ethical and public matters and associated legal and practical considerations resulting from public health emergencies.”

Public health emergencies like the current Ebola epidemic reflect the interconnectedness of all humanity, revealing our shared vulnerability. Such interconnectedness can unite human communities in collective efforts to establish societal practices and responses that safeguard and protect the rights and interests of all. Public health emergencies also can stimulate national and global conversations about the values reflected by societal responses. Included among these conversations should be consideration of what public health problems we pay attention to and why—and whether our moral imperative to provide assistance might include shining a light on and responding to less visible or emergent problems. As individuals and as members of a global society, we have obligations to seize such moments of positive reflection and to recognize and enable practices that acknowledge and embody the moral will of pluralist communities even in the midst of crises.
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